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Abstract

I explore the behavior and impact of several hundred “trolls” — paid supporters
of Vladimir Putin’s regime in Russia who were allegedly employed in late 2014 and
early 2015 to leave pro-government comments on the popular social media platform
LiveJournal. First, I devise a classification method of the possible objectives that would
motivate governments to employ Internet trolls, the strategies trolls use to achieve
these objectives, and these strategies’ observable implications. Second, combining text
analysis with modern approaches in causal inference, I develop a method to measure
the natural evolution of online discussions so as to estimate the causal effect of troll in-
terventions. Using a modified regression discontinuity approach and a set of partially
testable assumptions about the timing of such interventions, I discover that Russian
troll activity was more successful in diverting online discussions away from politi-
cally charged topics than in promoting a pro-government agenda. Moreover, while
trolls succeeded in diverting discussions away from purely political topics, their in-
terference apparently had no effect when the topic under discussion was the national
economy. Those social media users who were discussing poor economic growth, un-
employment, or price inflation seemed not to be responsive to troll interventions.

∗Anton Sobolev: PhD Candidate, Department of Political Science, UCLA
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of political control is one of the most important issues faced by authoritar-
ian leaders, and social media have the unbridled potential to empower anti-regime move-
ments. Using online blogs and forums, citizens can access information unavailable in state
controlled newspapers or on TV, thereby learning more about the competence and popu-
larity of the regime. They can also find like-minded individuals and coordinate amongst
themselves on the time and place of protest activities. To combat such dangers, these gov-
ernments introduce various forms of media control. These include exerting pressure on
owners of social media platforms, banning websites, censoring content, and employing
paid commentators to interfere with online conversations that espouse pro-government
views and challenge the narrative of the political opposition.

Novel tools of collecting and analyzing textual data have allowed scholars of authori-
tarian regimes to look closely at how political control can be organized within social me-
dia. King, Pan and Roberts (2013, 2014) demonstrate that the Chinese government is more
likely to censor posts related to citizens’ coordination of protest activity than those criticiz-
ing the government. By creating accounts on numerous social media sites and randomly
submitting different texts to these accounts, researchers demonstrate that even posts writ-
ten in opposition to the ongoing protests have a good chance of be censored. Nevertheless,
censorship, while a popular tool of oppression, is not the only option for political leaders:
Munger et al. (2015) find that, in Venezuela, the loyal public officials actively tweeted non-
political messages to shift the public agenda by reducing the share of dissidents tweeting
about the impending protest events of 2014. Keller et al. (2017) report that during the
South Korean 2012 presidential race, the National Intelligence Service actively used ac-
counts on Twitter to wage a campaign in favor of the eventual winner, Park Geun-hye.
Moreover, they identify three different groups of accounts that targeted specific social me-
dia audiences. Sanovich, Stukal and Tucker (2017) founded that around 60% of Twitter
accounts tweeting about politics in Russia were merely automated software bots. Miller
(2017) investigates how regional administrations in China used ’Big Data’ systems to mon-
itor “public opinion emergencies” as well as astroturfed to alter the public perception of
the authorities. King, Pan and Roberts (2016) study pro-government commentators in the
Chinese blogosphere and find that those bloggers spent time celebrating different aspects
of Chinese social life while not necessarily engaging in a political debate.

In general, the existing literature suggests that non-democratic governments employ
online commentators to increase the costs for their citizens to access information sensitive
to the regime (Greitens, 2010; Schmidt & Cohen 2013; Gunitsky, 2015; Roberts, 2018). For
example, paid online commentators are often used to distract media users’ attention away
from news about failures of the national government or to promote the government’s
agenda by influencing news trends and the stories featured at the top of news feeds (King,
Pan, & Roberts, 2017). The commentators achieve these goals through massive reposts,
comments, and “likes” of posts the government wants to promote.

Previous studies suggest that the primary targets of pro-government Internet trolls are
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regular citizens—those who are less interested in politics and so are unwilling to spend
significant amounts of time and effort to become informed. For typical users, even the
small costs of access generated by such distractions are sufficient to divert them away from
negative information about the regime and toward information that is less dangerous to
it. At the same time, political activists, public opinion leaders, and other highly capable
and motivated individuals recognize the government’s manipulations and so would be
expected to be immune to them.

In contrast, recent media scandals and intelligence leaks from Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Turkey, and Venezuela have shown that paid online commentators often exert enormous
effort attacking exactly those political activists thought to be immune to such manipu-
lations. Given that online activists should recognize that the government can also pay
citizens to participate in such attacks, this fact is striking.

To address this puzzle, I analyze the attempts of Vladimir Putin’s government to hire
regular citizens to engage with members of the country’s political opposition. Specifically,
I document the behavior of several hundred Internet trolls who published blog posts and
participated in discussions on the popular Russian social media platform LiveJournal in
2014–2015. While the actual goals which these trolls pursue are unknown, my research
strategy is based on two elements. First, I devise a classification of the possible objectives
of governments that employ Internet trolls, the strategies trolls use to achieve them, and
the observable implications of these strategies. Next, I estimate the potential effects of troll
interventions on politically charged online discussions on LiveJournal.

To date, researchers have focused on developing tools to identify paid online actors,
their target groups, and the scale of their Internet presence. The research described in this
paper takes the next logical step, addressing the question whether or not users of social
media pay attention to posts by paid agents. Can such agents successfully engage users
with pro-government rhetoric? Can they divert them from criticizing political leaders?
This paper is an attempt to shed some light on these questions within an observational
setting using recently leaked information on what has been described as an attempt by
the Russian government to create “an army of well-paid trolls” in order to “wreak havoc
all around the Internet”.1

In early 2015, journalists of the Russian independent newspaper Novaya Gazeta leaked
the account names of 700 users that had allegedly been employed as paid “trolls”. These
trolls had published blog posts and participated in discussions on the popular Russian
social media platform LiveJournal (LJ). As paid actors were trying to maximize their reach,
i.e., the number of people who saw their posts, they had kept their accounts, including
their lists of friends and the communities to which they belonged, opened and had not
deleted their posts and comments. Employing the leaked list of troll accounts, I collected
two datasets: one containing almost a half a million troll posts and the other comprised of
eighty thousand discussions infiltrated by these trolls.

The major goal of the paper is to develop a method to test whether troll participation in
1For more information, see the famous piece in New York Times by Adrian Chen

(https://goo.gl/HcHsts)
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an ongoing conversation on a social medium had changed the direction of the conversa-
tion. To identify the effect of trolls interventions on the direction of online conversations,
one had to be able to trace the evolution of such discussions. To do so, I took the fol-
lowing steps. First, I identified troll comments within a discussion. Second, I pooled all
non-troll comments into thirty-minute slices before and after the time of the first comment
made by a troll. Third, for each thirty-minute slice, I employed Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion algorithm (Blei, Ng and Jordan, 2003) to estimate the mixture of topics. Finally, I de-
termined the topic that dominated the discussion before the troll’s intervention occurred.
The propensity of a thirty-minute slice to cover this topic is used to trace the evolution of
the discussion both before and after trolls intervene.

A simple before-and-after comparison to identify a change in the topic of conversa-
tions, however, might fail to identify the causal effect of the troll interference since the
trolls might have chosen to enter only the conversations that were already trending in
the desired direction. To remedy this problem, I focus on estimating whether or not an
appearance of trolls in a discussion constituted a disruption in topics discussed by the
non-troll users within a narrow time frame. To estimate the local effect of the trolls’ in-
tervention on the evolution of the online conversations, I fit a flexible model to comments
appearing before the first troll intervention and the same flexible model to comments ap-
pearing after the troll intervention. This approach allows me to take into account each
discussion’s topical trend. Mechanically, this estimation is similar to a regression discon-
tinuity, with the time of the appearance of the first troll comment acting as a cut-off. Put
simply, I estimate the change in the prominence of topics while also taking into account
the natural evolution of the discussion. A partially testable identification assumption sug-
gests that, in a narrow time frame, the time of the appearance of the first troll comment
could effectively be assumed to be random. Under this assumption, the set of comments
appearing before a troll intervention constitutes a contrafactual allowing the local average
treatment effect to be calculated.

Paid commentators can have different objectives with respect to politically active users
(i.e., those who frequently participate in online discussions). In theory, they can attempt
to distract users from discussing anti-government topics, to promote a pro-government
agenda, to stop the discussion itself, and to project the strength or the popularity of the
incumbent. Still another approach is to imitate anti-government extremism to provide
legal grounds for banning posts and accounts of anti-government activists. In this paper,
I focus on the first two goals: the diversion of discussions from politically charged topics
and the promotion of pro-government agenda.

My research yielded no evidence of the promotion effect, but did suggest large and
statistically significant diversion effect. Upon checking for heterogeneity, I found that this
latter effect to be driven not by discussions of Russia’s then-current economic crisis, but
only by the political discussions that primarily referenced Putin’s political regime and his
foreign policy. LJ users were found to be easily distracted if they were discussing political
opinions about Russia’s involvement in Ukraine’s political crisis, but they paid little or no
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attention to troll comments while discussing the poor performance of the national econ-
omy, the volatile ruble exchange rate, and rising prices. Thus, my findings indicated that
economic grievances are much more resilient to governmental tactics of distraction than
ideological opposition to the regime.

Several factors can undermine the validity of these results. First, the proposed ap-
proach can confuse the effect of troll interventions with that of new participants joining
the discussion. To address this concern, I conducted a set of placebo-tests where randomly
chosen participants of targeted online conversations were treated as trolls. Second, the au-
thor of a post could have deleted comments. While an owner of an account on LJ can try to
selectively delete comments by trolls, the share of conversations in the data that contained
any deleted comments was negligible (comprising approximately 3% of the data). These
discussions were therefore not taken into account for hypotheses tests. Third, the leaked
list of troll accounts could have been incomplete. In this case, some trolls could have been
treated as ordinary users, and pooling their comments with the others could have gener-
ated a false positive effect. To deal with this issue, I assumed that the overall number of
troll accounts was most likely negligible relative to the overall community of forty million
users (with almost three million accounts in Russia). A large sample of Cyrillic LJ ac-
counts was selected randomly and their owners treated as non-trolls. All posts published
by these accounts were collected and then combined with posts published by accounts on
the troll list, and a set of classification models was trained to predict whether a given ac-
count was likely to belong to a troll. Next, I randomly selected 650 non-troll participants
of those conversations targeted by trolls, collected their posts, and applied the trained
models to calculate their propensity to be de-facto trolls. A negligible number of ordinary
participants in the targeted conversations exhibited a feasible propensity to be trolls, thus
lending credibility to the claim that that the leaked list of troll accounts was exhaustive.

The research described in this paper attempted to make four contributions. First, it
proposes a framework for analyzing political engagement in social media. Existing stud-
ies of the political role of social media have tended to primarily focus on the effects of
political messages. However, the exposure to such messages was found to have a sta-
tistically significant but negligible effect (Bond et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2017). A potential
explanation for this discrepancy is that social media users easily identify that these mes-
sages originate within someone’s political campaign and discount their value. At the same
time, political actors can target users in more sophisticated ways, including intensely en-
gaging them through online conversations. This paper describes an approach to analyze
political targeting that can occur through multiple mechanisms, including political so-
cialization and learning. An important distinction of targeting through conversations is
that paid commentators hide their pro-government affiliation from regular users, thus
reducing the ability of users to attribute received messages to specific political forces.
Second, this paper proposes a method for estimating the effect of troll interventions on
politically charged online discussions. In contrast to standard matching techniques, this
method allows the evolution of discussion to be controlled for and thus could prove help-
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ful in alleviating selection bias in cases where trolls can choose to target a discussion after
observing the direction of its movement. The proposed method can be combined with
existing approaches in causal inference with text data (Egami et al., 2018). Third, this
paper intends to add to the existing literature on the problem of authoritarian control.
Previous studies (King, Pan and Roberts, 2013, 2014; Gunitsky, 2015; Munger et al., 2015;
King, Pan and Roberts, 2016; Keller et al., 2017; Miller, 2017; Sanovich, Stukal and Tucker,
2017) have established that authoritarian governments attempt to deter political dissi-
dents by preventing online discussions by censoring or creating informational noise. This
research establishes that a particular type of such interventions – the injection of paid pro-
government commentators into online political conversations — might in fact be effective,
but that the effectiveness of this technique is limited. Fourth, it investigates the difference
in behavioral patterns of trolls and regular social media users and presents an algorithm
to identify trolls by the observed online behavior.

The focus of this paper is limited in scope. While it analyzes the effects of trolls’ in-
terventions on the behavior of participants in social media conversations, it does not con-
sider the potential effects of such interventions on the larger audience of readers of these
conversations and on the overall social media agenda.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section considers po-
litical astroturfing in the context of the strategies employed in information control and
hypothesizes as to the possible tactics and goals that the governments intend to achieve
by using paid social media commentators. The third section provides the background in-
formation for the study, evaluating the role of online activism in Russia and government
attempts to limit it. Section four describes the data collection methods and the measure-
ments employed in the study. The fifth section describes the research design and states
key identification assumptions. The sixth section presents the study’s results. The sev-
enth section addresses threats to result validity. The final section draws conclusions and
discusses limitations of the study.

2. POLITICAL ASTROTURFING AS A TOOL OF INFORMATION CONTROL

2.1. Political effects of social media and authoritarian response

Scholars see political astroturfing or the masked engagement in political conversations, as
a tool for information control by authoritarian regimes. The role of social media in political
discussion has become indispensable because their use has dramatically reduced the costs
of communication and helped citizens who support opposition to such regimes in two key
ways (see, fig. 1). First, enhanced informational exchange helps citizens learn about the
successes and failures of public policies and so evaluate government competence. It also
helps citizens to obtain more accurate information about overall public satisfaction with
the regime. Third, social media provide improved dissident coordination. By discussing
the failures of government policies, civic activists can develop a political agenda or choose
a leader who can efficiently compete with the current incumbent. Finally, social media
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simplify the organization of protestors’ collective action (Tufekci and Wilson, 2012). While
most observers agree that protesters actively employ social media for political purposes,
establishing a causal effect of social media on protest participation has been difficult.
Nevertheless, using an instrumental variable approach, Enikolopov, Makarin and Petrova
(2015) demonstrate that the increase in social media penetration across Russia’s cities sig-
nificantly increased both the probability of a protest and the number of protesters during
the 2011-12 electoral protests.

Social media
↙ ↘

Coordination Information aggregation
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

Political
agenda

formation

Protest
collective

action

Revealing
incumbent’s
competence

Revealing
public

support

Figure 1: Political effects of social media

−→ Legal restrictions
Censorship −→ Intimidation

Government
Response

↗ −→ Black lists and content filtering

−→ Propaganda −→ Exposure to biased news reports

↘ −→ Exposure to “fake” regime supporters
Engagement −→ Exposure to “fake” dissidents

−→ Exposure to “fake” median citizens

Figure 2: Government responses to political threats of social media

Incumbents in Russia, China, and other authoritarian regimes can employ three op-
tions to mitigate the political consequences of social media development: censorship, pro-
paganda, and engagement (see Figure 2). The goal of censorship is to restrict flow of
information, and governments can achieve this by employing different means. The tradi-
tional tools whereby censorship is enacted include legal restrictions on traditional media /
social media platforms (including banning foreign / private ownership) and prosecution
and intimidation of journalists, activists, and regular users. Online tools of censorship
consist primarily of including the websites into “black lists” while blocking user access
to all members of such lists, and content filtering (a set of restrictions to prevent web-
aggregators and search engine services from indexing information contained in blocked
web sites). Content filtering often takes into account the existence of “blacklists of top-
ics”, politically sensitive topics about which news-aggregators and online media are not
allowed to publish news. Some scholars believe that propaganda and engagement repre-
sent the same phenomenon, and paid commentators can be used for both engagement and
propaganda purposes. However, there is an important distinction between them. Propa-
ganda sources do not hide their affiliation with the state or the incumbent political party
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whereas paid commentators typically pose as regular social media users. A famous exam-
ple of a contemporary propaganda channel is Russia Today (RT), a state-owned company
that broadcasts Russian propaganda abroad. In order to deflect attention from its editorial
policy, which espouses specific political lines, Editor-in-Chief Margarita Simonyan has de-
clared all media outlets to, in fact, be channels of propaganda. 2 The goal of propaganda is
to maximize the exposure of citizens to biased news reports so as to prevent political learn-
ing. In case of political astroturfing, commentators are employed to engage with political
activists and regular social media users. Political astroturfing is probably the most flexi-
ble means of information control. Paid commentators can pretend to be people having
differing political views and goals from those of extreme pro-government supporters to
“undecided citizens” to extreme dissidents who see terrorism as an acceptable mean of
political struggle. In contrast to censorship and propaganda, political astroturfing allows
targeting of specific groups and chooses tactics to maximize the probability of successfully
achieving the goal. In the following sections, I discuss the goals of hiring paid commenta-
tors, targets of their engagement in online conversations, potential communication styles,
and tactics.

2.2. Political astroturfing: a classification of goals, targets, and tactics

Most of the scholars consider the promotion of pro-government political agenda to be a
major goal of political engagement (see Gunitsky, 2015; Sanovich, Stukal and Tucker, 2017
for a review). As Sanovich, Stukal and Tucker (2017) write: “establishing a government pres-
ence on the web and using it to promote the government’s agenda constitutes ... the final option at
government’s disposal. ” An exhaustive literature review has shown King, Pan and Roberts
(2016) to be the only study in comparative politics that explicitly considers other potential
goals of paid commentators, including criticism and cheerleading. I build the on results
from Gunitsky (2015), King, Pan and Roberts (2016), Sanovich, Stukal and Tucker (2017)
to develop a classification of trolls’ goals, targets, and tactics.

Different levels. Paid commentators can try to target macro- and micro-level goals. At
the macro-level, trolls can try to shape the overall public narrative by affecting news trends
and tops of newsfeed. They achieve this approach through massive reposts, comments,
and “likes” of the post having the desired content. At the micro-level, trolls can target
two separate groups of users: the authors of posts and the participants of social media
conversations. Under constant attack, the former can either stop posting to their blog, or
change the content of their posts.

Different goals. In this paper, I focus on the micro-level goals of paid commentators.
More specifically, I consider the potential effects of troll interventions on participants in
conversations, not on the authors of posts. Trolls can attempt to achieve five goals by
engaging with participants of social media conversations: to project strength, to project
popularity, to imitate anti-government extremism, to promote pro-government agenda,
and to distract opposition activists. Examples, as well as, the details of the corresponding

2See: Simonyan’s Interview to NBC news (https://goo.gl/ESwxxK)
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tactics, are provided in Table 1.
In this paper, I focus on the last two goals: promotion of a pro-government agenda and

distraction of opposition activists. Promotion and diversion are different. Promotion implies
that, regardless of the initial topics of conversation, the trolls engage platform users in
a discussion of a pro-government topic (for example, increases in international respect
for the Russian army, the assertiveness of Russia’s foreign policy, or how divided and
weak is the political opposition to President Vladimir Putin). Measuring a promotion
effect involves looking at how prominently a pro-government topic would emerge after
trolls appear in a conversation. Diversion is a different activity. Even if trolls are unable
to shift the topic of the conversation into something beneficial for the government, they
might be able to shift people’s attention away from criticizing the government. Thus, the
diversion effect shows itself as a decrease in the prominence of some critical topic after the
appearance of one or more trolls in the discussion. One of the popular tactics of diversion
is whataboutism: if people in a conversation criticize Russia’s government (for example, for
supporting rebels in Eastern Ukraine), trolls would appear and ask, “What about the US ...
?” (for example, “What about US interference in the domestic affairs of other countries?”).
The topic then naturally shifts away from discussion of the Russian government. Below, I
provide some examples of diversion and promotion at work.

• Diversion:

– A conversation about corruption in the Russian government shifts toward a discus-
sion of the IQ-levels of the participants in the current talk.

• Promotion:

– A conversation about corruption in the Russian government shifts toward a discus-
sion about corruption in the opposition

– A conversation about Russia’s alleged support for the insurgencies in Eastern Ukraine
shifts toward a discussion of the legitimacy of US military involvement in Middle
Eastern countries.

Distinguishing between diversion and promotion implies the two major hypotheses of
this study:

Diversion hypothesis: the propensity of an online conversation to cover an anti-government
topic decreases after trolls intervene.

Promotion hypothesis: the propensity of an online conversation to cover a topic that benefits
pro-government propaganda increases after trolls intervene.

For testing these hypotheses, the population of interest would be all comments in po-
litical conversations that are critical of the government and that are parts of discussions
infiltrated by pro-government trolls. The Diversion Hypothesis implies that the commenta-
tors who participate in the conversation right after the appearance of trolls are less likely
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Goal Hypothetical Example Tactics
Project Strength Users: “Should suit Putin for

bribes in public procurement?”
Troll 1: “We see all of you

and know where you are.”

communication
style

show that you are the army
of paid trolls, show the
capacity of the state to
monitor and locate online
activities of dissidents

(Magaloni and
Wallace 2008,

Troll 2: “If you try to find
another place to discuss,

target group civic activists

Roberts and
Stewart, 2015)

we will locate you in seconds.” desired reaction of
target group

textual response is not
important

Project Popularity Troll 1: “Putin is the only hope” communication
style

pretend to be ordinary users
/ regime supporters

(Egorov and Sonin,
2014)

Troll 2: “Who if not Putin?” target group civic activists, top bloggers

Troll 3: “86% of Russians
support Putin?”

Users: “...”

desired reaction of
target group

textual response is not
important / conversation
stops

Imitate
Anti-government

Extremism

Users: “We need to protest
against corruption”

Troll 1: “Let’s bribe the military
and assault the Kremlin”

communication
style

pretend to be dissidents,
conduct illegal online
actions, like extremist
messages

Troll 2: “Let’s also kill [an ethnic
minority group],

target group civic activists

because all of us hate them ” desired reaction of
target group

textual response is not
important; ban the blog,
prosecute the author and
participants

Promote
Pro-government

Agenda

Troll: “Russia’s reunion with
Crimea is good”

communication
style

pretend to be ordinary
users, polite

(Geddes and
Zaller,

User: “Well... yeah” target group ordinary users

1989, Roberts and
Stewart 2015)

desired reaction of
target group

engage in discussion of
pro-government topic

Distract
Opposition

Activists

“‘Users: “We cannot buy olives
because of the Crimea

sanctions!”

communication
style

pretend to be ordinary
users, polite

Troll: “But in the next couple of
years, there will be massive
olive production in Crimea”

target group civic activists, top bloggers

Users: “Is it that fast?” desired reaction of
target group

redirect discussion from
anti-government topics

Table 1: Goals for using paid pro-government commentators with respect to participants
of online conversations.
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to follow the initial topic (i.e., the one critical towards the government) and are more likely
to follow some other topic. Thus, the appearance of pro-government trolls creates a dis-
continuity in topic structure. The Promotion Hypothesis implies that a topic to which the
conversation is diverted by trolls is more likely to be among the topics that one designates
as favoring pro-government discourse.

To obtain insights in these hypotheses, one can look at a particular political conversa-
tion on LJ. On August 7, 2014, Orthodox cleric Deacon Andrei Kuraev, who is an author
of several books on Orthodox Christianity, published a short post titled “Fasting Will Be
Less Pleasant” in which he mildly criticized the Russian government for imposing a ban
on almost all food products produced in the European Union. His particular concern
was olives, which, according to him, provide Orthodox Russians with enjoyment in the
austere time of the Great Lent preceding Easter. He finished the post by stating that he
intended to buy sufficient olives to last through this time while they were still available.
His post sparked a lively discussion about the impact of food ban on the diets of Russian
churchgoers that continued until a user glycmamroga joined the conversation. Glycmam-
roga, a user-account that had appeared on the Novaya Gazeta troll list, argued that the
olive problem would be solved in a couple of years because Crimea (annexed from the
Ukraine) provides a perfect place to grow olives. If this troll’s intervention did serve to
influence the topic of this conversation, after–troll-comments by regular users would be
expected to respond positively to the troll’s comment. The diversion mechanism implies
that such comments would shift from the discussion of the negative effects of sanctions
toward less sensitive topics (such as the general problem of olive cultivation). The pro-
motion mechanism would imply that after-troll-comments would shift the conversation
toward discussion of positive aspects of the Crimea annexation.

3. BACKGROUND: POLITICAL REGIME, SOCIAL MEDIA AND

INFORMATION CONTROL IN RUSSIA

3.1. Russia’s political regime, civic activism and social media

This paper explores the strategies of an authoritarian government to influence online con-
versation in a specific context: an alleged attempt by the Russian government to employ
paid commentators to inject themselves into discussions on the popular social media plat-
form LJ. This section discusses this case in more detail. Vladimir Putin’s political regime
in Russia is categorized as a personalist autocracy (Geddes, Wright and Frantz, 2014). In
2014, the experts of the Polity IV project gave Russia a score of 4, placing Russia into the
same category as Venezuela, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, and the Ukraine (Marshall and Jaggers,
2016). Freedom House puts Russia into the “Not Free” category. Russia’s civil society
has been traditionally perceived as weak and disorganized. It is commonly believed that
communist rule as well as centuries-long monarchy have hampered the formation of so-
cial trust in Russia. This, in turn, has caused Russian politicians and especially those
in the executive branch of government to be unaccountable to civic groups while the
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political opposition remains unstructured and weak. In addition to the country’s his-
tory, scholars find the Putin regime’s policies designed to curb international funding and
suppress independent activists responsible for the lack of a strong civil society in Rus-
sia (McFaul and Treyger, 2004). Russia’s geography with enormous but sparsely popu-
lated territories also constitutes a challenge for forming nationwide groups of any kind
(Sundstrom and Henry, 2016). In addition, state attempts to control the media are also
viewed as preventing citizens from converting private grievances into public ones (Oates,
2006; Mickiewicz, 2008; Greene, 2014).

This situation has changed after 2010. With a broad introduction of cellular network,
the Internet, and especially social media ordinary citizens significantly increased their
capacity for social coordination. In 2016, more than three-quarters of Russian households
had a computer, and almost 70 percent of the population was logging on to the Internet at
least once a month. As of 2013, social media had attracted 35 millions of Russian Internet
users (Treisman, 2018).

Armed with these new tools of social coordination, dissidents challenged the leader-
ship of Vladimir Putin in 2011 and early 2012 with an online-coordinated protest move-
ment. Several hundred thousand people took to the streets in major cities to express their
dissatisfaction with alleged manipulation of the parliamentary elections. The government
responded by offering some policy concessions to the pro-democracy movement but also
stepped up repressions by arresting some protesters and passing laws that increased the
punishment for unsanctioned protest activity. According to many observers, social me-
dia played an important role in the protest mobilization. Activists, including the future
leader of the Russian political opposition, actively encouraged citizens to take to the street
via their online blogs. Smyth, Sobolev and Soboleva (2013) pointed out that belonging to
“at least one online network” was one of the strongest predictors of individual participa-
tion in protests. Using a plausibly exogenous variation with respect to penetration of the
major online social network, VK.com, Enikolopov, Makarin and Petrova (2015) found that
social media penetration increased both the probability of protest onset and the size of the
protest in Russia. In line with these results, Litvinenko and Bodrunova (2013) showed
that social media played not only the organizational but also a “cultivational” role in fo-
menting protests by mediating the public discourse that emerged during the electoral
campaign. Koltsova and Shcherbak (2015) established a statistical relationship between
the increase in the weekly pre-election ratings of the opposition parties and the intensity
of political activity in the blogosphere.

3.2. State response to social media activism

Because the effect of social media on the political and economic life of Russia has the
potential to be nontrivial, the regime has attempted to employ strategies that would inter-
fere with citizens’ co-ordination and dissemination of knowledge through social media.
Indeed, there is substantial evidence that such interference exists.

At least since 2008, the Russian government has been trying to identify and target op-
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position activists online. Soldatov and Borogan (2017) suggest that the youth league Nashi
was created by deputy head of presidential administration Vladislav Surkov as part of a
campaign to prevent the “Orange revolution” in Russia. In 2013, investigative reporters
of independent outlet Novaya Gazeta found evidence that Nashi had been hiring people
to comment on social networks. (Specifically, the article reported that employees of that
project were required to write around 100 comments per day.) While the government
never confirmed these allegations, they were later corroborated by leaked email exchanges
between operatives of this pro-regime movement and their contacts in the presidential ad-
ministration. Most importantly for this project, in March 2015, Novaya Gazeta published a
list of account names of people who had been tasked with leaving comments on the blog
platform LiveJournal.3 A follow-up investigation by the New York Times showed the exis-
tence of a huge industry of paid commentators in Russia and indicated that Russian trolls
may not only be engaged in fighting political opposition in Russia but also may be orga-
nizing sabotage against other countries. Among the most famous ones was promotion of
fake news about a serious explosion at a processing plant in Louisiana.4

The fact that paid commentators appear on LJ is not surprising. LJ is one of the most
popular blogging platforms in Russia, leading in both content production and number of
discussions concerning current affairs in 2010 (Etling et al., 2010). Historically, LJ has been
the most commonly used social media platform of dissidents of the regime. The website
has around 40 million registered users with 50% of its traffic generated by Russian users.
Although its popularity has been declining since 2014, it is still one of the most popular
websites in Russia, ranked 15 by the web traffic aggregator Alexa.com. Originally de-
veloped and maintained by US programmer Brad Fitzpatrick, LJ is now owned by the
Russian company SUP Fabric, which is controlled by Alexander Mamut and Alisher Us-
manov, both entrepreneurs with ties to the Kremlin.

4. DATA

4.1. Data collection

Following the publication of the list of 700 paid commentators on LJ, I identified the links
to the comments attributable to each of these accounts. At that time, the Russian search
engine Yandex allowed comments to be searched by user name for any social media, in-
cluding LJ. Its search range was limited to the last thousand comments made by a user,
and thus only a fraction of the posts in which these paid trolls intervened was accessible.
After collecting the set of comments made by these trolls, I identified posts that appeared
to have been under attack by trolls and then collected all posts that involved at least one
comment by a troll along with all comments relevant to those posts, yielding a corpus of
around 180,000 posts and seven million associated comments.

For each post the following features are available: text of the post, date, day, and time

3See the report by Novaya Gazeta (https://goo.gl/zdaAx3)
4See the report by New York Times (https://goo.gl/ntmTRd)
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Figure 3: Time of Postings by Trolls and Random LiveJournal Users

of posting, author’s name and his suggestive type (troll or non-troll). The same features are
available for comments to posts. I treat all comments to a particular post as an online
conversation.

It is worth mentioning two things. First, the very next day after the list was released,
most of the accounts on the list stopped any activity (see Figure 3). Second, Yandex sus-
pended its comment search functionality shortly thereafter.

The collected data consist of posts and discussions from 2014 and early 2015. In Russia,
this was a period of political conflict with Ukraine, economic stagnation, declining oil
prices, rising food and consumer goods prices, and intensive government propaganda.
Most importantly for mass economic expectations, Russia’s currency – the ruble – was
depreciated by half, contributing further to rising prices and imposing a severe financial
strain on people whose mortgages and consumer loans were denominated in US dollars.

4.2. Post classification and processing of conversations

4.2.1 Automated data classification with Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Several parts of
this study rely on automatic text classification using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), a
generative statistical model that allows sets of texts to be described by their propensity to
clusters (topics) (Blei, Ng and Jordan, 2003). LDA assumes that each text is composed of a
mixture of topics and that the intensity of usage of specific words reflects the propensity
of the text to cover a specific topic.

For example, imagine that all online conversations discuss the recent Russia-Ukraine
conflict (specifically, the problem of control over the Crimea) and consist of only two
terms: “Reunion” and “Annexation”. Conversations that mainly consist of the word “Re-
union” are probably organized by the supporters of President Putin, whereas those that
primarily use the word “Annexation” are initiated by the Russian dissidents. Figure 4
depicts this example.

First, the LDA algorithm tries to identify clusters within these texts. Conversations
that mostly use the word “Reunion” are classified as pro-government ones. Opposing
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Figure 4: A hypothetical example of LDA classification

conversations are classified as “anti-government” ones. To identify the propensity of a
particular conversation to cover a specific topic, LDA algorithm conducts two steps. After
first calculating the central values of the two clusters, it then calculates the relative dis-
tances of a specific conversation from the center of each cluster. These relative distances
represent the propensities of a given conversation to each of the two topics.

4.2.2 Processing online conversations. This section describes the processing method I
employed for the collected online conversations. First, I analyzed the posts that provoked
the online discussions and attracted the attention of the trolls. Almost 45 percent of these
posts were written by the trolls themselves. Another 7 percent were generated by the au-
tomatic media outlets’ robots, which basically post links to the media outlet. Thus, around
80 thousand posts were written by non-troll users. I applied the LDA model to classify
these posts by estimating a mixture of ten topics for each of the posts. Number of topics
selected ranging from 8 to 10 did not change any results. Increasing in the number of
topics to more than 10 returns produced duplication of topics. The choice of seven topics
or fewer returned topics consisting primarily of various sparse terms. Next, the dominant
topics (i.e., those with the highest propensities) were identified for each post. Eight out
of ten estimated topics referenced non-political content, and the other two described the
economic crisis in Russia as well as Russia’s recent conflicts with Ukraine, Europe, and
the United States (around eight thousand and twelve thousand posts, respectively).

I analyzed the conversations that were provoked by each of these posts and identified
the time of the first troll comment for each of the twenty thousand posts. I then removed
all troll comments from the conversation and pooled the rest of the comments into 30-
minute slices centered on the time of the first troll comment. Thus, for each post, all
comments occurring within 30 minutes after the first troll comments were combined to
form a new text. This operation was repeated for all comments in the five-hour range
following the first troll comment (an average LJ talk continues for 17-22 hours). Thus, for
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Post
User 1 Time Comment → Pooled Comments, t = −2User 2 Time Comment
User 1 Time Comment → Pooled Comments, t = −1User 3 Time Comment

drop← Troll 1 Time Comment t = 0
User 2 Time Comment

→ Pooled Comments, t = +1
drop← Troll 2 Time Comment

User 1 Time Comment
User 3 Time Comment
User 2 Time Comment → Pooled Comments, t = +2User 5 Time Comment

Figure 5: Processing online conversations: an example

most of the conversations, twenty slices (ten before and ten after the troll intervention)
were generated. Figure 5 provides an example of the implementation of this algorithm
with ordered 30-minute slices of conversations as units in this analysis.

4.3. Measurement

4.3.1 How to track evolution of online conversations. In this section, I develop a sim-
ple approach to estimate the evolution of an online conversation. The underlying idea is
simple and straightforward: estimating changes in a conversation’s mixture of topics in
each of the subsequent time slices permits the evolution of the conversation to be traced.5

Recall the updated example from the previous section (see Figure 6). Each observa-
tion represents a thirty-minute slice of a conversation. The distance of this conversation
from the “centers” of the anti-government and pro-government topics would change if
participants were to begin using the terms “Reunion” and “Annexation” more or less fre-
quently in the following slice, respectively. Since conversations consist of multiple words,
in my actual analysis “centers” of topics are defined in multi-dimensional space with each
dimension representing the frequency of a specific word in the slice.

4.3.2 Outcomes of interest. In the constructed dataset, I employed LDA to estimate a
mixture of topics and their corresponding propensities (separately, for political and eco-
nomic conversation) for every time slice for each conversation. First, for each conversa-
tion, I identify a topic that was dominant before one or more trolls joined the conversation
(separately for political and economic conversations). I used the estimated propensity of a

5An alternative approach suggests using a Dynamic LDA: a method that establishes initial distribution
of topics in the first time slice of each conversation and to track their evolution in subsequent slices. While
being a reasonable alternative to my method, Dynamic LDA suffers from a specific problem: if a topic
emerges at the late stages of conversations, the method has a risk of not catching the topic of interest at all
by assign important words to pre-existing topics. Thus, while Dynamic LDA can be to perform well in
testing diversion hypothesis, the researcher can fail to use it for “promotion hypothesis” tests. Later, the
results of Dynamic LDA will be reported in the Appendix.
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Figure 6: An example of tracing the evolution of a conversation that consists of two words:
“Reunion” and “Annexation”.

conversation’s slice to cover this topic to test the diversion hypothesis. Noteworthy is that
all topics that were dominant before a troll intervention appeared to be anti-government
(see the first row of Table 2). Next, I estimated the propensity of each time slice to cover
the appropriate anti-government topic. Interesting to note is that both an anti-government
and a pro-government topic constitute from 65 to 85 percent within the topic mixture.

Economics Politics
Anti-

Government
topic

“ruble” + “price” +”oil”+
“USD” + “exchange rate” +

“Economics” + “crisis” +
“Putin”

“war” + “Ukraine” +
“military” +
“Donbas” +
“Donetzk” +

“Boeing”
Pro-

government
topic

“good” + “salary” +
“employed” + “better” +
“income” + “can afford”

“Ukraine” + “USA”
+ “plot” + “Crimea”
+ “great” + “peace”

Table 2: Anti-government and pro-government topics in online conversations.

Two dependent variables are used in my analysis:

1. Propensity of a slice of a conversation to cover the anti-government topic,

2. Propensity of a slice of a conversation to cover a pro-government topics.

5. RESEARCH DESIGN AND IDENTIFICATION STRATEGY

The focus of this research is assessing whether the appearance of one or more trolls in a
discussion constituted a disruption in the topics being discussed by non-troll users. To es-
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The first troll’s comment
↓

Comment1 Comment2 Comment3 Comment4 Comment5︷ ︸︸ ︷
a contrafactual

︷ ︸︸ ︷
a treated bin of comments̊

Figure 7: A plausible contrafactual for “treated” slices under the narrow time frame as-
sumption

timate the local effect of troll interventions on online conversations, I fit a flexible model to
the data representing the conversation before the appearance of the first troll in that con-
versation, and then I fit the same flexible model to the data representing the conversation
after the troll intervention. This approach allowed me to take into account the existing
topical trend of each discussion. This estimation is similar to the regression discontinuity,
where the time of the appearance of the first troll is treated as a cut-off and the order of
a slice of the conversation is used as a forcing variable. I calculated standard errors for
clusters on the conversation-level.

My estimand of interest was the local average treatment effect, i.e. an immediate
change in the evolution of an anti-government topic after a troll joins the conversation.
A key assumption allowing this identification is that, within a narrow time frame, the
time at which trolls begin to intervene in an online conversation is effectively random,
as assumption with some evidentiary support. For example, no systematic patterns are
evident in the timing of the troll attacks. The relative order of the first troll comment is
almost uniformly distributed across the timespan of the conversation. Moreover, this time
apparently did not depend on the initial topic, the number of pre-existing comments or
participants, or the previous course of the conversation. If this assumption holds, within
a narrow time frame, the set of comments appearing before the troll intervention consti-
tuted a contrafactual (see Figure 7).

Although the proposed identification assumption may not be applicable to online con-
versations in general, given the specific operational conditions of this Troll Factory, it is
most likely valid. These conditions possibly include the following: LJ trolls are required
to post numerous comments on numerous posts per day; they are required to attack posts
including a specific type of content; they need to manually read a large number of post
abstracts via the LJ search engine in order to identify appropriate posts to target; and they
have fixed working shifts. The documents leaked concerning “these particular trolls” sug-
gest that all these conditions were met.

6. RESULTS6

Figures 8 and 9 depict the main results of the regression discontinuity analysis. As can be
seen, trolls appear to have been more successful in diverting discussions from politically
charged topics than in promoting a pro-government agenda. When a discussion consid-

6Supplementary materials are available in the online appendix to this paper: www.asobolev.com/
files/trolls/Online-Appendix.pdf
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ered politics, troll intervention reduced the propensity of the conversation to cover an
anti-government topic by fifteen percentage points. As shown in the figures, the interven-
tion also switched the trend of the conversation from positive to flat and stable throughout
the conversation. The effect of an intervention in promoting a pro-government agenda ap-
pears to be statistically significant but negligible. Troll interventions increase the propen-
sity of a conversation to cover a pro-government topic by about one percent. Trolls were
successful in diverting discussions from purely political topics but had no effect on discus-
sions on the national economy. Discussions on poor economic growth, unemployment, or
price inflation seemed not to have been responsive to troll interventions.

Figure 8: Troll interventions in online conversations

(a) Diversion from economic
discussions

(b) Diversion from po-
litical discussions

(c) Promotion in eco-
nomic discussions

(d) Promotion in polit-
ical discussions

Figure 9: Effects of trolls’ interventions on online conversations

7. ROBUSTNESS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY

7.1. Effect of a random user

A part of the estimated effect of the entry of a troll, a new poster, into a conversation was
due to the fact that new participants introduce their own lexicon into the conversation,
which evokes a response from other participants. To account for that effect, I replicated
the analysis for all comments posted before the first troll comment. Next, I assigned troll
status to a random non-troll participant and then analyzed the effect of this poster on the
propensity of a conversation to cover an anti-government or a pro-government topic. On
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average, the resulting analysis suggested that the entry of a new, non-troll participant into
a conversation does not affect its evolution .

Figure 10: A random user’s intervention effect on the evolution of conversations targeted
by trolls

7.2. The problem of unobserved trolls

The list of troll accounts found in the leaked documents could have been incomplete,
meaning that actual trolls, those who did not appear in the Novaya Gazeta list, were treated
as non-troll participants in the analysis and that their comments could therefore have been
used to measure the propensity of different conversation parts to include anti-government
or pro-government topics. This fact could have generated systematic measurement error
and so biased the study results. I relied on three strands of evidence to address this prob-
lem.

7.2.1 Evidence from journalist investigations. Media investigations suggest that the
published list was exhaustive. For example, Lyudmila Savchuk, a former troll who helped
to leak the documents to the press, pointed out that these trolls were organized into groups
and worked in twelve-hour shifts with every other day as a day off.7 The leaked list of
trolls was divided into four shifts named for the shift’s supervisor. 8 If, each shift worked
for twelve hours every other day, the activities of all four shifts fully covered each hour of
the week with no overlap. Table 3 displays a possible working schedule for the troll shifts.
If a group worked on Monday, in the next week it would work on Tuesday. In Russian
companies, this schedule is typical for employees who work in twelve-hour shifts. The
post data reflects this pattern. On average, the trolls on the list published approximately
the same number of comments during each day and night of the week.

7.2.2 Randomness of unobserved interventions hypothesis. Another possible threat
to study validity is that the journalist’s account could have been incorrect, meaning that

7Read Ludmila Savchuk’s interview to Sguchenka.Com
8See, the list of trolls at NovayaGazeta.ru
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Group 1 Group 3 Group 1 Group 3 Group 1 Group 3 Group 1
Group 2 Group 4 Group 2 Group 4 Group 2 Group 4 Group 2

Table 3: Potential working schedule of troll shifts

unlisted trolls could have been active on LJ at the time covered by the data. However,
there is no reason to believe that these unidentified trolls should have commented only
after the first comment of a troll whose account was included in the list. If no systematic
difference between the known and the unknown trolls’ accounts can be observed, the
comments of the latter should have approximately the same likelihood to appear before
as well as after the first comment written by the known troll. In this case, the resulting
estimated local average treatment effect should remain unbiased. However, no tools exist
to verify whether possibly unidentified trolls followed a different logic when determining
the point at which to join a conversation. For this reason, I developed a third way to
address possible implications of the incomplete list problem.

7.2.3 Identification of similarities in behavior of trolls and other participants in tar-
geted conversations. In this section, I discuss similarities in the behavioral patterns of
trolls and non-troll participants in the conversations they target. I conducted this com-
parison in four steps. First, I randomly sampled LJ accounts, collected their associated
posts, and combined them with posts written by known trolls. Second, I extracted a set of
features from these posts. Third, based on the extracted features, I trained a set of classi-
fication models to distinguish between the randomly sampled LJ accounts and accounts
belonging to the leaked list of trolls. Finally, I sampled a group of participants in the tar-
geted conversations who did not appear on the troll list. After collecting their posts and
performing the feature extraction, I applied the most accurate trained model to predict the
propensity of the sample participants of the targeted the conversations to be trolls.

Step 1: sample random LJ accounts. I initially assumed that the true share of troll accounts
in the total population of LJ accounts was negligible, an assumption corroborated by the
fact that most investigations report the total number of troll accounts on a specific platform
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, VK.com, or LJ) as limited to several hundreds.9 At the same time, LJ
has around 40 million registered users with 50 percent of its traffic generated by Russian
users. In order to conduct my comparison, I assumed that an account randomly drawn
from the population of all Cyrillic LJ accounts did not belong to a troll.

Under this assumption, I randomly sampled 900 Cyrillic LJ accounts and, for each of
these, I collected all posts written by their owners from early 2014 to early 2015 (a period
when 96 percent of troll posts were written). I ended up with close to fifty thousand posts,
which I combined with the contents of a dataset containing troll posts made over the same
period (more than 380,000 posts in total).

Step 2: extract features from posts. I extracted features from the posts described above as

9See, these reports for a review.
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Figure 11: Trolls VS random LJ users: principal component analysis

follows. First, on the corpus of the texts of posts, I fit a topic model with LDA. Second,
I calculated the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF), a numerical statistic
that reflects the importance of a particular word to a specific post. As the vocabulary
of words used in all of the posts was extremely large and the resulting matrix of TF-IDF
components was very sparse, I performed truncated single value decomposition to reduce the
TF-IDF matrix to fifty features. In addition, I introduced the following time-dependent
features: length of post, day of the week and hour of posting (one, seven, and twenty-four
features, respectively). Next, I aggregated post features to user-level by calculating the
mean values of LDA topic probabilities, mean values of TF-IDF components, the mean
length of each post by computing the relative share of posts written by a specific user on
each day of the week and on each hour of the day, ending with 102 user-level features.

Step 3: train classification models. I then used a suite of machine learning techniques to
classify post authors as random users or trolls. To do so, I first verified that the extracted
features could indeed help in classification. Figure 11 depicts the results of performing a
principal components analysis on the space of the first two principal components. Here,
the green dots represent trolls and red dots random users. As can be easily seen, most
trolls are located far away from random users. The troll group has a much smaller variance
than that of the random users group, a reasonable outcome if (as journalist accounts have
suggested) trolls tend to employ the same terms, use the same message templates, and
follow a regular time-schedule. While random LJ users differ in these particulars, most
trolls exhibit very similar behavioral patterns.

I conducted the classification analysis using regression, linear support vector machine,
Gaussian support vector machine, Gaussian naive Bayes, multinomial naive Bayes model, random
forest, gradient boosted tree, and deep neural network to identify how trolls differ from random
LJ users.10 Then, I randomly split the data into training set and test sets and, on the
training dataset, performed a grid search (Hsu et al., 2003) over the hyperparameter space

10The choice of models was driven by the popularity of these models for classification tasks
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Model Recall Precision F1-score Accuracy ROC
Logistic Regression 0.924 0.746 0.825 0.870 0.884
Support Vector Machine (linear) 0.793 0.646 0.712 0.787 0.789
Support Vector Machine (gaussian) 0.750 0.873 0.807 0.881 0.848
Naive Bayes (gaussian) 0.924 0.545 0.685 0.718 0.770
Naive Bayes (multinomial) 0.880 0.587 0.704 0.755 0.786
Random Forest 0.804 0.961 0.876 0.924 0.894
Gradient Boosted Tree 0.815 0.938 0.872 0.921 0.894
Deep Neural Network 0.848 0.857 0.852 0.903 0.889

Table 4: Performance of classification models

of each model with five-fold cross-validation. Lastly, I applied trained models to the test
data to evaluate each model’s performance. Table 4 displays the statistics measuring the
performance of the various classification models. With a 96 percent precision and a 92
percent accuracy, the random forest appears to be the most efficient classification model.11

Apart from the accuracy of prediction, the random forest model identified the most im-
portant features distinguishing trolls from random users. With respect to word usage,
trolls more frequently used such terms as “USA”, “America”, and “Obama” whereas ran-
dom users were much more likely to use the words “Sanctions”, “Crimea”, and “Putin.”
Moreover, trolls and non-trolls differed greatly in the timing of their posts. Random users
almost never publish posts between 2 am and 12 pm.

Step 4: apply the most accurate model to employ propensity scores to predict whether a poster
is a troll or a random user. To test whether participants of targeted conversations exhibited
behaviors such as that of the trolls on the Novaya Gazeta list, I sampled 650 participants
of those conversations that were not mentioned in the list and then collected their posts
and calculated the scores representing their corresponding features. Next, I applied the
trained random forest model to calculate the propensity of those participants to behave like
trolls, and Figure 12 displays the distribution of the propensities of trolls, random users,
and participants in targeted conservations.

Figure 12 shows that both randomly sampled users and the randomly sampled par-
ticipants of targeted conversations differ greatly from trolls. The calculated propensity
scores for most of the accounts in these two groups are extremely low. Moreover, the re-
sults of the analysis show that, in fact, a randomly sampled LJ user has an even higher
propensity to be a troll than the participants of targeted conversations. One possible ex-
planation is that trolls target specific types of conversations, ones in which participants
are very likely to be critical of the Vladimir Putin regime than an average user of a social
medium platform. As a result, they would tend to use “important non-troll words” more
frequently than would random LJ users. The study results also show that a small fraction
of known troll accounts looked very much like accounts of regular users. One explana-
tion is that paid trolls use their real LJ accounts to publish both personal and working
posts. According to the findings of my analysis, less than three percent of the participants

11Note that, because model performance was evaluated by applying the models to the test dataset,
overfitting should not be an issue.
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Figure 12: Propensity of trolls, random users, and participants of targeted conversations
to be a troll

in targeted conversations had a propensity to be a troll higher that 50 percent, while less
than half a percent had a propensity exceeding 60 percent. This evidence lends credibility
to the hypothesis that the list of troll accounts published by Novaya Gazeta was, in fact,
exhaustive.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The research described in this paper yielded three major results. First, it proposed a frame-
work for analyzing the effects of political engagement on social media. This framework
allows analysis of online political targeting such as occurs through multiple mechanisms,
including political socialization and learning. This framework takes into account the fact
that paid commentators hide their pro-government affiliation, thus reducing the ability of
users to attribute received messages to specific political forces. Second, the paper proposes
a method for estimating the effect of troll interventions on politically charged online dis-
cussions under a set of assumptions. These assumptions may not be applicable to online
conversations in general but can be plausible given the specific operational conditions of
Russian trolls such as those studied in this research. Third, it adds to the existing liter-
ature on the problem of authoritarian control. Previous studies have established that to
deter political dissidents, authoritarian governments try to prevent online discussions by
censoring or creating informational noise. This research has established that a particu-
lar type of such interventions – the injection of paid pro-government commentators into
online political conversations — might in fact be effective but that this effectiveness is
limited to political discourse. Trolls appear to be successful in diverting the discussions
from politically charged topics. When a conversation considers politics, troll interven-
tion reduces the probability of an anti-government topic by fifteen percentage points and
changes the the trend of the evolution of this conversation. The effect on promotion of a
pro-government agenda thus appears to be negligible. While trolls are successful in di-
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verting discussions from purely political topics, their interventions have no effect if the
users discuss problems involving the national economy.

The focus of this paper has been limited in scope. First, it has considered only two
potential effects of troll interventions in online conversations: the diversion of discussions
from politically charged topics and the promotion of a pro-government agenda. Second,
while the paper has analyzed the effects of troll interventions on behavior of participants
in social media conversations, it does not consider the potential effects of such interven-
tions on the broader audience of readers who eventually read these conversations and on
the social media agenda. Third, while this paper has identified the effects of troll inter-
ventions on the evolution of online conversations, it has not provided evidence that they
can change the preferences or offline political behavior of users. Further research will be
required to explore these possibilities.
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